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MESA: Monthly Market Flash February 2016
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Market Overview

 Equity market selling pressure spilled over from January into February,
sending many global equity markets deep into correction territory.  This
persisted for most of the first two weeks of February, prompting many market
prognosticators to raise their estimates of the potential for economic
recession over the course of the next 12 months. Interest in “safe havens”,
such as gold (+10.6%) and U.S. Treasuries (BC Treasury Index: +0.9%)
benefited from the uncertainty. The equity markets bottomed out on Feb 11th,
with the S&P 500 hitting its lowest level in 2 years and 15.2% lower than the
market high achieved in May 2015. Weakness was driven by relatively weak
corporate earnings, collapsing oil prices, which fell below $27 per barrel, the
lowest level in 13 years, and general concerns over slowing global growth.
Sentiment changed dramatically on Feb 12th however, with a rally continuing
over most of the month’s remaining trading days.

 From an economic perspective data released in February was mixed.  The
January jobs report, released the first week in February, showed weaker than
expected job growth but showed that the unemployment rate dropped to
4.9% and surprising strength in wage growth.  The negative tone continued
later in the month with a manufacturing PMI forecast that called for activity to
fall to the lowest level since 2009, while consumer confidence in the U.S. fell
to a 7-month low in February.  On the positive side, the last week of the
month saw a stronger than expected retail sales number, modestly higher
inflation (CPI) and a upward revision to 4th quarter GDP from 0.7% to 1.0%, all
of which helped calm some of the recession fears.

 While Japan’s move to negative interest rates late in January was initially seen
as a positive, the benefits of negative rates over the longer term have been
hotly debated. Coincidently, the Japanese market is among the weakest
developed equity markets on the year, down 10.7%. In Europe, much of the
focus has been on the potential “Brexit”, with English citizens voting in July on
whether or not to leave the European Union. This uncertainty has put
pressure on the pound versus both the dollar and the euro. Within the
emerging markets, the late-month rally in oil prices dramatically helped oil
exporting nations such as Brazil and Russia, both of which were positive on
the month.  Meanwhile China, which had been of particular focus last month,
finished down 2.5%.
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Month Year to Date Month Year to Date
S&P 500 (0.13) (5.08) MSCI EM ($) (0.16) (6.64)

Russell 2000 0.00 (8.79) MSCI EM Asia ($) (1.30) (8.51)

MSCI EAFE ($) (1.83) (8.93) MSCI EM EMEA ($) 1.99 (2.29)

MSCI Europe ($) (1.79) (8.26) MSCI EM Latin America ($) 3.76 (1.01)

MSCI UK ($) (0.87) (6.85) Source: eVestment Alliance, MSCI

MSCI Japan ($) (2.74) (10.74)

MSCI Pacific ex Japan ($) (0.15) (8.93)
Source: eVestment Alliance, MSCI

Developed Market Returns (%) Emerging Market Returns (%)

Month Year to Date Month Year to Date

Barclays Aggregate 0.71 2.10 Citigroup Non-U.S. WGBI Hedged 1.41 3.43

Barclays Government 0.86 2.96 Citigroup Non-U.S. WGBI Unhedged 3.95 4.99

Barclays U.S. TIPS 1.11 2.62 JP Morgan EMBI Global 2.02 1.82

Barclays U.S. Inv. Grade Corp. 0.81 1.16 Source: eVestment Alliance, Citigroup, JP Morgan

Barclays U.S. Mortgaged Backed 0.37 1.67

Barclays U.S. High Yield 0.57 (1.05)

Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan (0.56) (1.29)
Source: eVestment Alliance, Barclays, Credit Suisse

U.S. Fixed Income Returns (%) Non-U.S. Fixed Income Returns (%)
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Equity Markets

 Weakness in global equity markets continued in February, especially early in the
month, adding to sizable declines witnessed in January. The greatest weakness was
seen from financial and energy stocks, both of which were impacted by the overall
weakness in oil prices during the first half of the month.  Financials also came under
some pressure as it became clear that the U.S. Federal Reserve was unlikely to raise
rates as quickly as had been initially anticipated. U.S. mid caps and small caps
outperformed larger cap stocks by a small margin for the month. Non-U.S. stocks
lagged in February, as witnessed by the MSCI EAFE Index decline of 1.8%, with the
largest declines coming out of Japan and Germany, down 2.7% and 2.6%,
respectively. The losses in February push year-to-date losses into double digits for
both Japan (-10.7%) and Germany (-11.2%).  The emerging markets were down just
0.2%, thanks to strength in emerging Europe and Latin America.  The U.S. equity
market, as represented by the S&P 500, is the relative winner year to date, down
just 5.08%.

Fixed Income Markets

 Bonds once again benefited from their relative safe haven status for investors
during the month.  Interest rates moved lower as bond prices were bid up on strong
demand. The U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield fell 18 bps to 1.74%, but had dipped to a
low of 1.53% during the month at the depths of the stock market’s decline. As a
result, the Barclays Aggregate gained 0.71% for the month. Corporate credits,
represented by both investment and sub-investment grade bonds, were up on the
month.  Bank loans were one of the few fixed income segments to post losses
during the month, as oil price weakness and concerns of bankruptcies within the
energy sector remained a major concern.

Alternative Strategies

 Hedge fund strategies posted mixed results in February.  A small 0.07% gain for the
overall HFN Hedge Fund Aggregate index was driven predominantly by gains from
macro and managed futures managers that navigated the month’s trend reversals
well. Merger arbitrage also contributed on the positive side as merger spreads
remain at attractive gross spreads.  Distressed remained under pressure, falling for
the 7th straight month, and is down 9.9% over that stretch. Equity long/short
managers were surprisingly weak on the period, as were market neutral strategies.


